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In this paper, we present properties, characterizations by scalarization, and a
multiplier rule for super infima. We complete this work by giving duality results for
such points. The results are established for a vector optimization problem with
C-convexlike criterion, C being a cone. The definition of a super infimum is based
on the definition of a super efficient solution, given by Borwein and Zhuang in
1993 and on the upper closure of a set. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider X a real topological vector space, Y an ordered real
normed linear space, partially ordered by a closed convex and pointed
cone C. B denotes the closed unit ball of Y and Y * is the topological dual
of Y.
w xWe say 6 that C has a closed bounded base Q if there exists a closed
bounded convex subset Q of C such that
 4C s au : a G 0, u g Q and 0 f cl Q ;D
w x  .  . w xand C is normal 6 if B q C l B y C is bounded. We recall 5 that if
C has a bounded base, then it is normal.
The positive dual cone Cq of C is defined by
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and we note int Cq its norm interior. The strict positive dual cone Ca of
C is defined by
a  4C s l g Y *: l y ) 0, y g C _ 0 . 4
With some hypothesis on Y * and Cq, we have the following inclusion:
LEMMA 1. If Y * separates elements in Y i.e., two different points in Y are
. q astrictly separated by a hyperplane , then int C ; C .
Proof. C is a convex cone; we show easily that Cq is also a convex
q w x qcone. If int C is nonempty, then 12, Lemma 1.32 int C is the algebraic
q w x qinterior of C , and, using 12, Lemma 1.25 , the algebraic interior of C is
aa subset of the strict positive dual cone C of C.
Considering F: X ª Y and E a nonempty subset of X, the vector
optimization problem we are interested in is
min F x , .P .  x g E.
w x w xF is said to be C-convexlike 3 on E if, for any x, y g E and any t g 0, 1 ,
there exists z g E such that
tF x q 1 y t F y g F z q C. .  .  .  .
 .F is C-convexlike on E if and only if F E q C is a convex set of Y.
DEFINITION 1. The set of minima of the set A ; Y is the set
 4Min A s y g A: ~ y g A , y y y g C _ 0 . 4 . 0 0
 .DEFINITION 2. x g E is an efficient solution to the problem P if0
 .   ..  .F x belongs to the set Min F E and the value F x is called a0 0
 .minimum of P .
 .  .We denote by Eff P the set of all efficient solutions to the problem P
 .  .and by Min P the set of all minima to the problem P .
We can find in the literature many definitions of proper efficiency. This
w xnotion was introduced by Kuhn and Tucker 13 and formulated in a
w x w x w x w xdifferent way by Benson 1 , Borwein 4 , Geoffrion 9 , Hartley 10 , Henig
w x11 , and other authors. Adding appropriate hypotheses on the ordering
cone C, which is always convex and closed, these different notions of
proper efficiency are the same. For example, if C is pointed, then Borwein's
definition and Henig's definition are the same; if C s R m, then Benson'sq
definition and Geoffrion's definition are the same; if A is convex, then
Borwein's definition and Benson's definition are the same.
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w xIn 1993, Borwein and Zhuang 6 introduced a new concept of efficiency
called supper efficiency, and they discussed the connections between this
efficiency and the ones mentioned previously.
w xDEFINITION 3 6 . The set of super minima of the set A ; Y is the set
SMin A s y g A: 'M ) 0, cl cone A y y l B y C ; MB . 4 .  .  . .0 0
Remark. Since Y is a normed linear space, the definition is unchanged
  ..  .if cl cone A y y is replaced by cone A y y .0 0
We see immediately that
SMin A ; Min A . .  .
w xBorwein and Zhuang 6 have shown that the set of super minima is
included in the different sets of proper minima and that they are the same
in some cases: in a finite-dimensional space, Borwein's proper efficient
points are the same as super efficient points; if C has a bounded base,
then Henig's proper efficient points are the same as super efficient points;
if C is normal, then Hartley's proper efficient points are the same as super
efficient points. They give a characterization of super efficiency by scalar-
ization when Y is a Banach space:
w xPROPOSITION 1 6 . Let Y be a Banach space. If A is a con¨ex set of Y,
 .  .q qthen y belongs to SMin A if and only if we ha¨e Y * s A y y y C .0 0
w xCOROLLARY 1 6 . Let Y be a Banach space. If C has a closed bounded
 .base Q and A is a con¨ex set of Y, then y belongs to SMin A if and only if0
q  .there exists F in the norm interior of C such that F A y y G 0.0
 .We propose to study the properties of the set SMin A to obtain a
 .scalarization result for the efficient solutions of the problem P , using
Corollary 1. But there is not direct relation between the order and the
topological structure of Y. The normality of C gives a useful restriction to
obtain significant results.
2. PROPERTIES OF THE SET OF SUPER MINIMA
 .  4PROPOSITION 2. C is normal if and only if SMin C s 0 .
 .  4Proof. First, we show that Min C s 0 . Let c s 0 g C. We have0
 .  .  .  4C y c l yC s C l yC s 0 because C is a pointed cone. So 0 is0
x wa minimum of C. Let c g C, c / 0, and l g 0, 1 . lc is a point of C,0 0 0
 .c y lc s 1 y l c / 0 is also a point of C, and c is not a minimum0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  4of C. As SMin C ; Min C , we have SMin C ; 0 .
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If C is normal, we study if 0 is a super minimum. In this case, we have
 .  .  .  .cone C y 0 s C and C l B y C is a subset of B q C l B y C ,
which is bounded because C is normal, so 0 is the unique super minimum
of C.
 .  4  .If now SMin C s 0 , then there exists M ) 0 such that C l B y C
 .  .; MB. We consider z g B q C l B y C . We can write z in the
following form b q c s b y c with b g B and c g C, thus c s b1 1 2 2 i i 1 2
.  .y b y c is in C l 2 B y C . With the hypothesis, we have c g 2 MB1 2
 .and so z g 1 q 2 M B; the cone C is normal.
PROPOSITION 3. Let A and A be subsets of Y and a g A , a g A . If0 1 0 1
a q a is a super minimum of the set A q A , then a is a super minimum of0 1
the set A and a is a super minimum of the set A .0 1
 .Proof. Consider a q a g SMin A q A . By the definition of a super0 1
efficient point, there exists M ) 0 such that
cone A q A y a y a l B y C ; MB. .  .0 1
If y g A , then y s y q a y a g A q A y a . Using the inclusion A ;0 0 1 0
 . A q A y a , we obtain the following: cone A y a ; cone A q A y0 1 0 0 1
.a y a , and a is a super minimum of the set A . We show in a symmetric0
way that a is a super minimum of the set A .1
The reverse part of Proposition 3 is false in the general case, as shown,
for example, in Fig. 1.
  4.Remark. We can show that SMin C _ 0 is empty using the proof of
  4.Proposition 2, which implies that SMin A q C _ 0 is empty.
FIGURE 1
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 .THEOREM 1. If SMin A q C is nonempty, then C is normal. If C is
normal, then
SMin A s SMin A q C . .  .
Proof.
v  .First, we suppose that SMin A q C / B. Let z s y q c be a0 0 0
super minimum of the set A q C. Using Proposition 3, we obtain that c0
 .is a super minimum of the set C. Using Proposition 2, SMin C nonempty
implies that C is normal.
v We suppose now that C is normal.
 .  .  .1. We show that SMin A q C ; SMin A . If SMin A q C is
nonempty, let z s y q c be a super minimum of the set A q C. Using0 0 0
Proposition 3, we obtain that y is a super minimum of the set A and c is0 0
a super minimum of the set C. But C is the ordering cone of Y and is
 .  4pointed and normal, so that SMin C s 0 . It follows that c s 0 and0
 .z s y g SMin A .0 0
 .  .2. If SMin A is nonempty, we consider y g SMin A , so we0
have y g A and there exists M ) 0 such that0 0
cone A y y l B y C ; M B. .  .0 0
 .  .Let z g cone A q C y y l B y C . We can write z in the following0
 .form z s t y q c y y with t ) 0, y g A, c g C and there exists c g C0 0
such that z q c g B:0
z s t y y y q tc s z9 q c9, .0
 .with z9 g cone A y y and c9 g C because C is a cone.0
But z q c s z9 q c9 q c s z9 q c with c g C and so z9 q c g B.0 0 1 1 1
 .  .We have obtained a point z9 such that z9 g cone A y y l B y C so0
 .  .z9 g M B and z g M B q C l B y C .0 0
 .  .  .If M F 1, then z g B q C l B y C , else z g M B q C l0 0
 .M B y C . By hypothesis, C is normal so there exists M ) 0 such that0 1
 .z g M B. We have shown that y g SMin A q C .1 0
We can now obtain a result of scalarization and a multiplier rule for the
 .problem P .
COROLLARY 2. Let Y be a Banach space. If C has a closed bounded base
Q and F is C-con¨exlike on E, then x g X is a super efficient solution to the0
 . qproblem P if and only if there exists F in the norm interior of C such that
  .  ..F F E y F x G 0.0
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Proof. If C has a bounded base, then C is normal. If we use Corollary
 .1, Theorem 1, and the fact that F E q C is a convex set of Y, we obtain
 .that x is a super efficient solution to the problem P if and only if there0
exists F in the norm interior of Cq such that
; x g E, ;c g C , F F x q c y F x G 0. .  . .0
  .  ..  .For a fixed x g E, we have, for all c g C, F F x y F x G yF c . But0
q  .   .  ..F is in the norm interior of C , so F c G 0 and then F F x y F x0
G 0.
  .  ..Conversely, if, for all x g E, F F x y F x G 0, as, for all c g C,0
 .   .  ..F c G 0, we have, for all x g E and for all c g C, F F x q c y F x0
G 0.
We suppose now that the set of constraints has the following form:
E s x g S : G x g yK , 4 .
with S a nonempty subset of X and G: X ª Z, Z being a real topological
vector space ordered by a convex cone K such that the interior of K is
nonempty.
COROLLARY 3. Let Y be a Banach space. We suppose that C has a closed
bounded base Q and F is C-con¨exlike on E. Let x g E. If there exists F in0
the norm interior of Cq and m in Kq such that
; x g S, F F x y F x q m G x G 0, .  .  . . .0
 .then x is a super efficient solution to the problem P .0
Proof. We suppose that x g E is not a super efficient solution to the0
 .problem P . Using the preceding corollary, we obtain that, for all F in
the norm interior of Cq,
' x g E, F F x y F x - 0. .  . .0
 . q   ..As G x g yK, for all m g K , m G x F 0. By adding the two preced-
ing inequalities, we have, for all F in the norm interior of Cq and m in
q   .  ..   ..K , the existence of x g S such that F F x y F x q m G x - 0.0
3. SUPER INFIMA: PROPERTIES, CHARACTERIZATION
BY SCALARIZATION AND MULTIPLIER RULE
The notion of infimum in vector optimization has been used by Dolecki
w x w xand Malivert 7 and Postolica 14 and is based on the upper closure of a
w xset. In 3 , we have proposed some characterizations of the infima of the
 . w xproblem P and we have studied the notion of proper infimum in 2 .
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w xDEFINITION 4 7 . The upper closure of a set A ; Y with respect to a
cone C is the set
 4  4cl A s v g Y : ;c g C _ 0 , ' y g A , v q c y y g C _ 0 . 4q 0 0
Note that we do not need any topology on Y to define cl A. We recallq
now some properties of the upper closure.
w x  .PROPOSITION 4 3 . AqC;cl A, cl AqC scl Ascl AqC.q q q q
w x  .PROPOSITION 5 3 . If F is C-con¨exlike on E, then cl F E is a con¨exq
set of Y.
 .DEFINITION 5. The set of infima for the problem P is defined by
Inf P s Min cl F E . .  . .q
 .The set of proper infima for the problem P is defined by
PInf P s PMin cl F E . .  . .q
We can also define super infima.
 .DEFINITION 6. The set of super infima for the problem P is defined
by
SInf P s SMin cl F E . .  . .q
 .  .  .By the definition of these sets, we have SInf P ; PInf P ; Inf P .
THEOREM 2. If C is normal, then
SMin P s SInf P l F E . .  .  .
 .Proof. 1. We suppose that SInf P is nonempty. Consider v g0
 .  .SInf P l F E . By the definition of the super infimum, there exists
M ) 0 such that0
cl cone cl F E y v l B y C ; M B. 1 .  .  . .q 0 0
 .  .   . .   .But F E ; cl F E , so that cl cone F E y v ; cl cone cl F E yq 0 q
.  .  .v . Using the inclusion 1 , we obtain that, for v g F E , there exists0 0
M ) 0 such that0
cl cone F E y v l B y C ; M B , .  . .0 0
 .so v g SMin P .0
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 .2. If we suppose now that SMin P is nonempty, we can consider
 .   . .v g SMin P . By Theorem 1, we obtain that v g SMin F E q C , so0 0
there exists M ) 0 such that0
cl cone F E q C y v l B y C ; M B. .  . .0 0
 .  .  .   . .a F E q C ; cl F E implies cl cone F E q C y v ;q 0
  . .cl cone cl F E y v .q 0
 .   . .   . .b cl cone cl F E y v ; cl cone cl F E y v q C andq 0 q 0
  4.   . . C s cl C _ 0 . If z g cl cone cl F E y v , then z g cl coneq 0
  . .  4.cl F E y v q C _ 0 . We can write z in the following form:q 0
1
X Xz s lim t v y v q c s lim t v y v q c , .n n 0 n n n 0 n /tn n n
 . X  4 X  4  . Xwith t ) 0, v g cl F E , c g C _ 0 . If c g C _ 0 , then 1rt c gn n q n n n n
 4C _ 0 and, using the definition of the upper closure, we obtain the
existence of x g E such thatn
1
X  4v q c y F x s c g C _ 0 .n n n ntn
  . .   . .z s lim t F x q c y v implies that z g cl cone F E q C y v .n n n 0 0
n
  . .   .We have shown that cl cone F E q C y v s cl cone cl F E y0 q
.v , so there exists M ) 0 such that0 0
cl cone cl F E y v l B y C ; M B , .  . .q 0 0
 .and v g SInf P .0
Using Corollary 1, we obtain a result of scalarization for the infima of
 .the problem P .
COROLLARY 4. Let Y be a Banach space. If C has a closed bounded base
 .Q, F is C-con¨exlike on E, and v g cl F E , then v is a super infimum0 q 0
 . qfor the problem P if and only if there exists F in the norm interior of C
  . .such that F F E y v G 0.0
 .Proof. Using Corollary 1 and the fact that cl F E is a convex set, weq
 .obtain that v is a super infimum for the problem P if and only if there0
exists F in the norm interior of Cq such that
; v g cl F E , F v y v G 0. .  .q 0
 .  .   . .As F E ; cl F E , we have, for all x g E, F F x y v G 0.q 0
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  . .Conversely, we suppose that, for all x g E, F F x y v G 0. By the0
 .  4definition of v g cl F E , we have, for all c g C _ 0 , the existence ofq
 .  4   ..x g E such that v q c y F x g C _ 0 . We have F v q c y F x )c c c
  . .0, and F F x y v G 0, soc 0
F v y v s F v q c y F x y F c q F F x y v .  .  .  . .  .0 c c 0
G yF c . .
 4  .The inequality is true for all c g C _ 0 . Then F v y v G 0.0
We can also obtain a multiplier rule under the same hypothesis as in
Corollary 3. With the same method, we obtain:
COROLLARY 5. Let Y be a Banach space. We suppose that C has a closed
 .bounded base Q, F is C-con¨exlike on E, and v g cl F E . If there exists0 q
F in the norm interior of Cq and m in Kq such that
; x g S, F F x y v q m G x G 0, .  . . .0
 .then v is a super infimum for the problem P .0
4. DUALITY
In vector optimization, theorems of duality are very useful. We propose
 .now some results of duality for the super infima of the problem P . We
w xwork with the concept of duality used by Jahn 12 , which is based on the
w xprevious one by Schonfeld 15 .È
In this section, Y is a Banach space such that Y * separates the elements
in Y, C has a closed bounded base Q, and int Cq is nonempty. As for the
multiplier rule, the set of constraints has the following form:
E s x g S : G x g yK , 4 .
with S a nonempty subset of X and G: X ª Z, Z being a real topological
vector space ordered by a convex cone K such that the interior of K is
 .nonempty. We suppose that F, G is C = K-convexlike on S.
The dual problem is defined as follows: determine a maximum of the set
D s y g Y : 'F g int Cq, 'm g Kq, ; x g S,
F F x y y q m G x G 0 .4 .  . .  .
The set of maxima of the set D is defined in the same way as the set of
 .minima Definition 1 by
 4Max D s y g D : ~ y g D , y y y g C _ 0 . 4 . 0 0
We start with a weak duality theorem.
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THEOREM 3. If v is an element of D, then there exists F g int Cq such0
 .  .  .that, for all y g cl F E , F v F F y .q 0
Proof. As v is an element of D, we have F g int Cq and m g Kq0 0 0
  . .   ..such that, for all x g S, F F x y v q m G x G 0. Let y g0 0 0
 .  4cl F E . By definition, for all c g C _ 0 , there exists x g E such thatq c
 .  4   ..y q c y F x g C _ 0 and also F y q c y F x G 0 andc 0 c
  ..  4ym G x G 0. For all c g C _ 0 ,0 c
F y y v s F y q c y F x y F c q F F x y v .  .  .  . .  .0 0 0 c 0 0 c 0
q m G x y G x .  . .0 c c
G yF c , .0
 .which implies that F y y v G 0.0 0
 .  4LEMMA 2. 1. If y g cl F E and v g D, then v y y f C _ 0 .q
 .  .2. If v g cl F E l D, then v g SInf P and v is a maximal0 q 0 0
element of the set D.
 .Proof. 1. Let y g cl F E and v g D. We suppose that v y y g Cq
 4 q a  . q  ._ 0 . As int C ; C Lemma 1 , we have, for all F g int C , F v y y
 .) 0, which is in contradiction to Theorem 3 weak duality .
 .2. Let v g cl F E l D. We consider v g D and suppose that0 q
v y v g C. Using the first part of this lemma, we obtain that v y v f0 0
 4C _ 0 and then v s v . We have shown that v is a maximal element of0 0
the set D, i.e., a solution of the dual problem.
 .We now use the theorem of weak duality Theorem 3 . There exists
q  .  .  .  .F g int C such that, for all y g cl F E , F v F F y . But F E is aq 0
 . qsubset of cl F E and we have obtained F g int C such that, for allq
 .   ..  .x g E, F v F F F x . By Corollary 4, v g SInf P .0 0
w xThe notions of normal and stable scalar optimization problems 8 are
used for duality results. In the case of infima, we introduce the following
definitions:
 .  .DEFINITION 7. 1. The scalar problem SP inf F y is nor-y g cl F E .q
mal if
inf F y s sup inf F F x q m G x . .  .  . .  .
q . xgSygcl F E mgKq
 .  .2. The scalar problem SP inf F y is stable if it is normaly g cl F E .q
  ..   ..qand the problem sup inf F F x q m G x has at least onemg K x g S
solution.
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With this lemma and definition, we can now give a result of strong
duality.
 . qTHEOREM 4. Let v g SInf P and F g int C be obtained in Corol-0
 .  .lary 4. If the scalar problem SP inf F y is stable, then v is ay g cl F E . 0q
maximal element of the set D.
 . qProof. Let v g SInf P . By Corollary 4, there exists F g int C such0
 .  .  .  .that, for all y g cl F E , F v F F y and v g cl F E ; v is aq 0 0 q 0
 . qsolution of the stable problem SP . Thus there exists m g K such that,0
for all m g Kq,
inf F F x q m G x F inf F F x q m G x s F v . .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .0 0
xgS xgS
  ..   ..  .We have, for all x g S, F F x q m G x G F v and then v g D.0 0 0
Using the second part of Lemma 2, v is a maximal element of the set D.0
 .We recall the Slater condition: there exists x g S such that G x g0 0
yint K. In duality theory, this condition is often used in results of strong
duality. In this case, we have:
 .PROPOSITION 6. If the problem P satisfies the Slater condition, then the
 .problem SP is stable.
Proof.
v  .  4Let y g cl F E . By definition, for all c g C _ 0 , there existsq
 .  4  .x g E such that y q c y F x g C _ 0 . On the other hand, F y sc c
  ..  .   .. qF y q c y F x y F c q F F x , and, as F g int C and x g E,c c c
  ..   .. qwe have F y q c y F x G 0 and m G x F 0 for all m g K . For allc c
 4c g C _ 0 ,
F y G F F x q m G x y F c .  .  .  . .  .c c
G inf F F x q m G x y F c . .  .  . .  .
xgS
Also,
F y G inf F F x q m G x .  .  . .  .
xgS
and
F y G sup inf F F x q m G x . .  .  . .  .
q xgSmgK
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Without any hypothesis, we have the inequality
inf F y G sup inf F F x q m G x . .  .  . .  .
q . xgSygcl F E mgKq
v  .We use the Slater condition to obtain the reverse inequality. F E
 .is a subset of cl F E . We also haveq
inf F y G inf F y . .  .
 .  .ygF E ygcl F Eq
We show in the sequel that
inf F F x F sup inf F F x q m G x . .  .  . .  .  .
qxgE xgSmgK
We consider the set
A s F F x q r , G x q z : r ) 0, z g int K ; R = Z. 4 .  . . .D
xgS
 .We show first that A is a convex set with a nonempty interior. As F, G is
C = K-convexlike and K q int K ; int K, we have A convex. As A is
open and nonempty, its interior is nonempty.
   .. .inf F F x , 0 f A, else there exists x g S, r ) 0, and z g int Kx g E 1 1 1
  ..   ..  .such that F F x q r s inf F F x and G x q z s 0. We have1 1 x g E 1 1
  ..   ..obtained a point x g E such that, for all x g E, F F x - F F x q1 1 1
  ..r F F F x , which gives a contradiction.1
We can now use a separation theorem of convex sets. There exists
 .l, m* g R = Z* and r g R such that, for all x g S, r ) 0, and z g int K,
l inf F F x q m* 0 F r - l F F x q r q m* G x q z . .  .  .  . .  .  . .
xgE
This implies that, for all x g S, r G 0, and z g K,
l inf F F x F l F F x q r q m* G x q z , .  .  . .  .  . .
xgE
   ..  . . 4because the set D f F x q r, G x q z : r G 0, z g K is a subsetx g S
of the closure of A.
  ..   ..We take x* g E such that inf F F x s F F x* and z sx g E
 .yG x* . We obtain the inequality lr G 0 and also l is positive.
We now set x g S and r ) 0. For all z g K,
yl inf F F x q l F F x q r q m* G x G ym* z .  .  .  . .  .  . .
xgE
and m* g Kq.
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l is not 0. If we suppose the contrary, using the Slater condition, there
 .   ..exists x g S such that G x g yint K and also m* G x - 0. But we0 0 0
  ..  .   ..have, for all z g K, m* G x G ym* z , which implies m* G x G 00 0
and a contradiction with the preceding inequality.
We can also take l s 1 and for the particular choice of r s 0 and
z s 0, we have, for all x g S,
inf F F x F F F x q m* G x , .  .  . .  .  .
xgE
and we obtain the inequality
inf F y F sup inf F F x q m G x . .  .  . .  .
q . xgSygcl F E mgKq
 .  .We have shown that the problem SP is normal. Furthermore, x*, m* is
  ..   ..qa solution of the problem sup inf F F x q m G x .mg K x g S
5. CONCLUSION
In vector optimization, the concept of super infimum completes the
different ways to define an infimum, in parallel with the different notions
of efficient points we can find in the literature. We have obtained the
useful relationship between super minima and super infima in Theorem 2
and characterizations by scalarization and multiplier rule in a classical
form. The existence of F g int Cq has allowed us to obtain duality results
with a formulation of the dual problem which give a geometric interpreta-
 .tion in Y Lemma 2 .
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